Upper Intermediate

Subordinate Conjunctions: as if…
The conjunction ‘as if’ is used in a similar way to the word ‘like’, for example:
“He is playing as if (like) he has an injury.”
It is used to express that a person, thing or situation is doing something in a
particular manner. When used with the verb ‘to be’ it is replied in the simple past
using ‘were’. With this exercise, students reply to the questions, rephrasing the
answer to use ‘as if’, for example:
T: Do you act like you are the greatest person in the world?
S: No, I don’t act as if I were the greatest person in the world.
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Do you talk to people like they are stupid?
Does your boss talk to you like you are an idiot?
Do your parents treat you like you are a child?
Do I look like I haven’t slept all night?
Do I look I have just seen a ghost?
Does it seem like this city as getting very expensive?
Does it seem like the news is always bad?
Did you act like you were an adult when you were a teenager?
Do you always dress like you’re going to a film premier?
Do you spend money like you are a millionaire?
Do you talk like you are an expert on everything?
Do you speak English like you are a native speaker?
Did Mike Tyson act like nobody could beat him?
Did George Bush act like the war was going to be easy?
Do your feel like your life is going nowhere?
Does everyone walk around this city like they are in a hurry?
Do you drive your car like you own the road?
Do you eat like you have never had a meal before?
Do your parents still talk to you like you are a child?
Does it seem like the cost of living is always rising?
Does it seem like the summers are getting shorter?
Does it feel like the summers are getting hotter?
Do you work/study like your life depended on it?
Do you feel like you are always short of money?
Did your last holiday seem like it was going to last for ever?
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